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Abstract
Global Software Development (GSD) has become the norm in product development. In GSD projects, controlling and management activities are increasingly important as the products are developed in dynamic environments where requirements, priorities, participating sites, development processes, tools and even partners are continuously changing. Up-to-date information on project status is critical to completing GSD projects effectively. The objective of the research reported in this paper was to make progress from fixed and inflexible measurements towards dynamic, reliable and up-to-date support for decision-making in GSD. Based on the study, it is shown that dynamic measurements are enabled via the use of automated and real-time indicators with consolidated information via visualised dashboards. The paper concludes that automatically produced real-time indicators, whose data are gathered from various databases and even from different stakeholders, are a robust and feasible method to support decision-making in GSD.
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1. Introduction

Today, global software development (GSD) is a common way to develop applications and products. In fact, geographically dispersed work is a fundamental trend that has shaped software development over the past few decades [1]. Nowadays, software is a critical aspect of our society, as it is the core element of many modern products, processes and services [2]. Furthermore, the complexity and size of software have dramatically increased over time. GSD aims to meet the increasing demands for software development productivity by utilising global resources effectively and also to achieve cost advantages in order to deliver projects effectively and efficiently [3, 4]. Furthermore, GSD is being carried out more due to the availability of sophisticated development tools and network connections that enable effective collaboration across the globe. GSD means software engineering that is carried out in globally distributed settings in various geographical locations. The work can be done either within a company (multi-site development) or in collaboration between two or more companies in different locations. GSD, as used in this paper, refers to product-development activity that involves two or more companies, departments or teams that combine their competencies and technologies to create new shared value while, at the same time, managing their respective costs and risks. The entities can combine in any one of several different business relationships and for very different periods of time (adapted from [5]).

In practice, GSD projects struggle with the same problems that single-site projects do, including problems related to managing and controlling resources, quality, schedule and cost. However, distribution makes it harder to manage those problems [6-10]. For example, Bjarnason et al. [11] have pointed out that coordination and communication are vital factors in the success of a software project and in delivering the required software on time and within budget. GSD project challenges are caused by various issues, for example, less communication – especially informal communication – due to the distance between partners and...
differences in the background knowledge of the partners. Thus, systematic project control and management activities are even more important in GSD.

Project management covers activities like planning, scheduling, organising, controlling and managing tasks and resources to achieve the successful completion of a set of specific project goals. Metrics and measurements support project management by providing information on project progress. In traditional measurement programs, metrics are defined at the beginning of the project and then measurement data have been collected in pre-scheduled periods, such as bi-weekly or once a month. In GSD, measurement processes and metrics have to be more dynamic because of the adaptive and changing nature of the development due to the various stakeholders and tools involved the collaboration. For example, in GSD, the data need to be collected from multiple sources, such as from different databases of various stakeholders, accurately and unobtrusively. In addition, the interpretation of measurements data is more complicated in distributed projects than single-site projects.

This paper discusses a study about the challenges in measurements in GSD and the ways to enable effective and useful metrics and measurements in GSD projects. The paper introduces the main challenges related to measurements and metrics in GSD and provides an example of technical implementation – a tool integration solution – for facilitating measurements with automated and real-time indicators in GSD. This paper points out that automatically produced real-time indicators, whose original measurement data are gathered from various databases and even from different stakeholders, provide, in practice, feasible support for decision-making in GSD.

The paper is structured as follows. First, the background of the research and the literature review of the related work are introduced in Section 2. The research design and methods used during the research are described in Section 3. Then, the challenges and the proposed solution are discussed in Section 4. After that, in Section 5, the research results are discussed along with the limitations of the research. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Background and literature review

The main purpose of measurements and metrics is to provide support for decision-making during software development [12]. The success of software development depends highly on providing the right knowledge at the right time, at the right place and for the right person [13]. In the literature, there are several papers that discuss GSD and its challenges, for example [14-16]. In addition, some papers focus on providing insights [17] or better understanding [11] which can be used by software organisations to improve their software practices in GSD. Moreover, metrics in general as well as for specific purposes have been discussed in numerous papers and books for decades. However, little GSD literature has focused on metrics and measurements or even discusses the topic. Da Silva et al. [18] report similar conclusions based on an analysis of the distributed software development (DSD) literature published from 1999–2009: they state as one of their key finding that the “vast majority of the reported studies show only qualitative data about the effect of best practices, models, and tools on solving the challenges of DSD project management. In other words, our findings indicate that strong (quantitative) evidence about the effect of using best practices, models, and tools in DSD projects is still scarce in the literature”.

The papers that have discussed metrics for GSD usually focus on some specific aspect; for example, Korhonen and Salo [16] discuss quality metrics to support the defect management process in a multi-site organisation. Kumar et al. [19] and Yeresime et al. [20] introduce and review metrics for object-oriented design. Furthermore, Simmons and Ma [21] discuss a software engineering expert system (SEES) tool, where the software professional can gather metrics from case tool databases to reconstruct all activities in a software project, from project initiation to project termination. Misra [22] presents a cognitive weight complexity metric (CWCM) for unit testing in a GSD environment. Lotlikar et al. [3] propose a framework for global project management and governance, including some metrics with the main aim of supporting work allocation to various sites. Peixoto et al. [15] discuss effort estimation in global software engineering, and one of their conclusions is that “GSD projects are using all kinds of estimation techniques and none of them is being consider as proper to be used in all cases that it has been used”, meaning that there is no established technique for globally distributed projects. In addition, some effort has also been invested in defining how to measure the success of GSD projects [23], and these metrics mainly focus on cost-related metrics which are done after project completion. Thus, in this paper, the GSD related challenges in current measurement practices are discussed and the tools used and the need for tool support in GSD are also introduced.

Buse and Zimmermann argue [24] that the information currently delivered by existing tools to project managers is not meeting their needs. In reality, managers must rely primarily on past experience and intuition for critical decision-making when data needs are not met, either because tools are unavailable, too difficult to use, too hard
to interpret or they simply do not present useful information on which to base decisions. According to [25] there is an urgent need for measurements of large-scale software systems, which creates a great challenge for computer science. Furthermore, nowadays there is so much data available in different databases regarding distributed projects that it is impossible to manually browse through it all. Thus, data collection and metrics visualisation should be automated whenever possible.

Despite the recognised need for measurements, they are still challenging to implement in practice. For example, according to Umarji and Shull [14], project managers argue that it is time consuming to collect metrics for the organisation level while they actually need to have metrics that are relevant for tracking the project progress. They also suggest that there usually has not been enough time budgeted for measurements, and that is why it is really difficult to get approval from stakeholders for this kind of work [14]. In addition, globally distributed development creates new challenges in terms of the measurements. For example, problems in gathering measurements data are caused by different development tools and their versions, varying work practices and cultural differences, especially in subjective evaluations. It has also been noted that distributed projects are so unique in practice (e.g. the product domain and hardware-software balance vary or different subcontractors are used in different phases of the project) that the comparison between projects is impossible.

The business environment of GSD projects differs fundamentally from local development. This kind of product development offers many opportunities, such as potential savings in development times and costs as well as gaining a closer relationship with customers. However, it is at the same time highly challenging. General risks for GSD projects include lack of openness of communication between partners, unclear assignments or specifications in terms of the work in the contract [26], lack of trust between partners, difficulties in agreeing on intellectual property rights and the reliability of the partners’ development schedule [27]. Recent empirical studies have confirmed that geographic distance can have negative effects on productivity [28]. From a measurement and metrics viewpoint, the challenges derived from business environments include, for instance, the lack of a transparent and unified monitoring process across all sites, no traceability between work items and poor or no interoperability of the tools used [7, 29]. Organisations have their own processes, practices and tools (tool versions), and they are unwilling to change them [7, 29]. For example, certain work practices or cultural differences themselves cause challenges while collecting or interpreting measurement data. If historical data are available, the utilisation of the data across the sites is difficult or even impossible.

According to [30, 31], GSD projects are loaded with challenges, and measurement data are needed to back up decision-making. The most relevant challenges – which should be addressed by measurements – in GSD projects that were collected from the literature include 1) communication breakdown, 2) coordination breakdown, 3) control breakdown, 4) cost of currently available tools, 5) poor interoperability between tools and 6) lack of traceability [32]. In practice, however, measurement programs suffer both from a lack of metrics standards that reduce data comparability and from invalid and missing data, which cause delays in data analysis and reduced confidence in reports’ validity [33]. Although the methods, processes and tools for collecting and analysing measurement data have substantially improved, and large volumes of data and many types of metrics exist for project managers, software projects are still difficult to predict and risky to conduct [34]. In order to provide useful information for project control and decision-making, the metrics should be defined case by case to provide visibility to the stakeholders’ in terms of progress and results. In addition, they should be followed on a daily basis, which means that automated and real-time indicators are needed for project management.

Automated measurements require tool support, and in practice, there are several tool providers that supply various solutions for managing GSD projects. However, most of those solutions have been developed to communicate only with tools from the same provider. In GSD, partners and stakeholders usually change according to new collaboration settings. Thus, there are several legacy tools used in companies that the companies are not willing to change. Nowadays, the marketplace for tools that support the specific tasks in the development process is very large, but the learning curve is high. Therefore, teams feel reluctant to include a new tool or change the tools that they are currently using as part of their development process even though this could sometimes lead to a better integration with the rest of the distributed team. Other types of tools which could support the whole development process in GSD are not selected because of their price. This is limiting for small and medium enterprises (SME) which are not willing or able to pay those types of prices, especially when new and various tools could be probably used in the next collaborative situation. Wicks and Dewar [35] define tool integration as follows: “The tool integration concerns the techniques used to form coalitions of tools to provide an environment that supports some, or all, of the activities within a
software engineering process”. There have been some solutions developed to address this challenge [29, 36, 37]; however, they do not focus on the measurement viewpoint. Wu et al. [31] have introduced a metric-based multi-agent system for the continuous monitoring and tracking of project attributes from the viewpoint of the software project manager. They focus on monitoring and controlling distributed development collaboration task status via communication control and task progress control modules implemented within the framework. They use a graphic diagram to visualise the status of collaborative tasks, their relationships and the whole project’s historical progress performance for an e-development project.

3. Research design

Järvinen [38] emphasises the possibilities of case studies to examine very complicated circumstances and, in this way, to gather new information for creating new knowledge. According to Yin [39], the single-case design is eminently justifiable if the case represents (a) a critical test of existing theory, (b) a rare or unique circumstance or (c) a representative or typical case, where the case serves a revelatory or longitudinal purpose. The environments and circumstances of measurements and metrics in each organisation are unique depending on cultural, historical and technical issues and backgrounds; production processes; or collaboration modes, for example. Thus, the use of case research was selected to illustrate experiences and to gather new information and gain an understanding of complicated circumstances. Furthermore, Järvinen suggests that in constructive research, it is possible to accept a prototype or even a plan as a research outcome instead of a final product. This approach was utilised during the research process because there is not merely one exact solution that is appropriate for all situations in GSD.

Thus, a proof of concept tool integration solution was developed to enable the study of measurements and metrics in different collaborative settings (e.g. industrial experiences, such as the challenges and benefits). During the research, the data and information gathering methods were interviews, observations and e-mail inquiries as well as becoming familiar with the documentation, databases, tools and Intranet of the case study companies.

The research carried out included literature studies of the challenges in measurements and metrics practices in GSD. Moreover, industrial inventory was performed for identifying and analysing the challenges faced in GSD projects. In addition, several workshops with industrial partners were arranged for identifying and specifying an example solution and developing and analysing a proposed metrics set in detail. The tool integration solution PRISMA Workbench (PSW) was used as proof of concept of technical implementation that enables dynamic measurements in GSD. During the PRISMA project [40], the industrial partners utilised and evaluated the developed solution in their real-world distributed project or in their own multisite software development projects [41]. In addition, the tool integration was tried within a few demonstrations and research settings during the PRISMA project.

In practice, the actual set of tools and amount of people involved were dependent on the context and duration of each trial. In fact, those experiments and demonstrations were also fixed on testing implementations and functionalities of the tool integration solution and so focused on further developing the solution itself. For example, the AgileReq tool (proprietary tool of one case company) was integrated based on the company’s needs. In fact, one principle for the development work had been that in GSD, companies have their own practices and tools, and thus the tool integration solution should not enforce a specific process or tool set. Furthermore, feedback related to managerial issues and measurements in GSD were gathered during the experiments. It was reported that the tool integration solution offered better visibility to stakeholders – as well as of project progress – through tool support in communication, project management etc. during the trial project. Also, resource management was assessed to be more efficient because of better transparency (traceability of design actions, awareness etc.) between sites and stakeholders.

4. Measurements in GSD

This section discusses the challenges in measurements in GSD, tool integration as a solution to gather and visualise data in a GSD setting and finally dynamic measurements that enable real-time and automated indicators that support project management and the decision making in GSD.

4.1 Challenges

Umarj and Shull [14] identified several challenges faced by project managers while trying to implement measurements in practice. In the following, those challenges are introduced from a GSD perspective. While analysing the challenges in detail, it can be seen that most challenges in current measurements practices in GSD focus on the same topics as the challenges identified in one-site development. However, in the GSD setting, the challenges appear to be more complicated and new GSD-specific challenges were also identified, as follows:
C1. **Relevance of measurements in relation to project progress.** Generally, partners and stakeholders vary between GSD projects. Each partner or stakeholder has their own needs for measurements. Also, there is a lack of a transparent and unified monitoring process across all the sites and little traceability between work items. Thus, in GSD, the relevance and the purpose of all measurements for all partners in relation to project progress is more difficult to see than in one-site projects.

C2. **Extra work budgeting – Metrics design/selection & data collection.** In GSD, there is a need to gather measurement data from multiple sources – that is, from various partners’ tools and databases. Without automation, this can mean that partners are required to collect measurement data and manually transfer data items to another tool. Without extra budgeting, partners cannot allocate enough time or resources to do the measurements properly. In addition, this kind of manual process can lead to frustration and mistakes or errors in the data. However, in GSD, the need for dynamic measurements is substantial: the metrics need to be defined case by case, and they should be followed on a daily basis.

C3. **Data reliability caused by tools.** In GSD, there are several legacy tools used in companies which they are not willing to change. Some of the tools are even tailored to individual partners’ needs. This often means that there is no or poor interoperability of the tools used. In addition, the tools used vary based on the collaborative setting. Thus, in the worst cases, the measurement data are manually collected by stakeholders, which results in extra work (C2) and a poor understanding of measurements relevance (C1).

C4. **Data-reliability caused by human beings.** In GSD, work practices can vary by project partner, and the integrity and even reliability of the gathered data can also vary due to cultural differences, especially in subjective evaluations. The challenge is the same as in one-site development, but it needs to be continuously taken into consideration as partners and stakeholders change according to new collaborative settings.

C5. **Extra work budgeting – Metrics interpretation.** The interpretation of measurements data generally requires extra work. In GSD, the interpretation and decision-making based on measurements results are more complicated than in one-site development. For example, the decision-making requires that the interpreted information be gathered from several sources (metrics). Thus, the interpretation should be made as easy as possible through the use of combined metrics and visualised graphs.

C6. **Training needs.** In GSD, cultural differences and differences in background knowledge as well as stakeholders’ opinions and needs for measurements should be considered in more detail when planning and implementing trainings. With successful trainings, it is possible to reduce the data reliability problems caused by human beings.

C7. **Measurements’ effect on behaviour.** The challenge is the same in one-site and in collaborative settings: the measurements should not affect people’s behaviour. This requires a careful metrics design and also trust between the partners. However, openness of communication between partners and trust are not self-evident in GSD and thus rather require specific attention.

C8. **Metrics ethics.** The challenge is the same in one-site and in collaborative settings.

C9. **Responsibilities and roles are unclear.** Because of the various partners with diverse work practices in GSD, there can be unclear assignments or specifications in terms of the work to be done. In the worst case, unclear responsibilities and roles can cause a situation where people don’t know from whom they should collect measurement data and, after analysis, to whom they should report results – in other words, who is responsible for each task. In fact, unclear responsibilities often lead to a situation where no one takes up the task, and so metrics can contain missing data, indicators can show a wrong result and measurements cannot be utilised at all.

C10. **Continuous changes.** In GSD, partners and stakeholders change according to new collaborative settings, and that in itself creates new challenges for measurements and metrics: dynamic, reliable and up-to-date support for the decision-making process is needed.

Some of these GSD-related challenges are strongly dependent upon each other. The challenges describe the situation from different viewpoints which are all important to take into consideration while trying to find solutions to measurements problems in GSD.

Useful metrics for GSD projects were defined based on the experiences of industrial partners from several research projects [4], and they were also successfully used in GSD projects [42]. The metrics used by the PRISMA industry partners included, for example, ‘test coverage’ and ‘test results’, ‘efforts spent’, ‘number of errors revealed’ and ‘requirement changes count’. The metrics were related to the processes where tool support needs in collaborative development were highlighted. In practice, the tools used in measurement processes were custom, self-developed tools, Excel spreadsheets and MS SharePoint.
The measurements that are useful for GSD projects include standard project management metrics, but the data collection and interpretation are different. As an example, the following figure (Fig. 1) shows a metric example: Budget Status. This kind of metric offers better visibility to the stakeholders regarding progress and results by providing real-time and visualised information. In GSD, the most useful metrics can change case by case depending on each collaboration setting, the stakeholders involved and their roles in the project, the tools used in development, coordination and communication etc. The Budget Status metric is one example that was monitored very often in the GSD projects of PRISMA’s industrial partners. This paper is not focused on introducing the most used metrics in GSD but rather on discussing the dynamic measurements concept via the illustrative examples of the proposed metrics.

In GSD, the example real-time metric provides great advantages for daily project management and decision-making because the views are generated automatically and continuously, for example, on a daily basis. Thus, the project manager can control several processes – used efforts, requirements and testing processes – via one visualised graph even beyond partners’ borders. The Budget Status graph shows the actual costs of the project in proportion to the agreed budget over a specific time period. The metric also gives several dynamic indicators of estimated prospective costs in each pre-scheduled period. The bars summarise the amount of costs, and each bar is composed of different cost-related data. The first block (blue) describes the actual cumulative costs of the project. The agreed budget for the project is shown clearly as a black dashed line in the middle of the graph. The red block describes the remaining planned cost based on the effort estimated for the requirements that have been accepted for implementation but not yet implemented. The orange block indicates the proposed cost that can be seen as very likely costs for the project. These costs are based on the effort estimated for the proposed requirements that are estimated as likely to be implemented, for example, a customer will want them. The green block describes the proposed but vague costs for the project. These costs are based on the effort estimated for the proposed requirements for which the likeliness of implementation is not known. Instead, the dark green block indicates very likely costs for the project, so-called known defects costs. The industrial experiences of use and benefits of these kinds of metrics are introduced in [42].

4.2 Tool integration solution

In this section, the tool integration solution PRISMA Workbench (PSW), which was developed during the PRISMA project, is briefly presented. A more in-depth description can be found from [41]. The solution allows the connection of software development tools to create company-specific software development environment instances. During the PRISMA project, the tools used as well as the need for development tools and processes that require more support in GSD were studied. Regarding tools, we analysed what kinds of artefacts, tasks or items would need to be integrated or shared by views between the partners during collaborative and distributed development, and what would be the most important issues that should be integrated in a tool integration solution. The needs focused on requirements capture and review processes, traceability needs, testing processes and project management and controlling tasks (including metrics capturing and analysing needs) [32].

One of the major design goals of PSW was to create a flexible and extendible solution that allows a configurable set of development tools to be tailored to the needs of individual partners or projects. The solution was designed and developed so that the legacy tools in the companies already in use could be easily integrated into the proposed PSW. The benefit of this type of tool integration approach is that partners can continue to use the tools they are familiar with. It is also important to remain effective even with a sudden change of tools. The caveat is that the integration of the tools has to be considered on a per tool basis. However, PSW removes the need to create point-to-point integrations between each of the tools because the solution can act as a hub where tools are connected via the integration interface. Another primary goal for PSW was that the integration of new tools had to be as easy as possible [41].

The tool integration solution was a server application developed in Java for building customised tool integration instances. The selected architecture was Service Oriented

---

**Fig. 1** A graph based on data retrieved from the integrated tools.
Architecture (SOA), which provided several services implemented by tools (e.g. project management, test management, version management and requirements management). Also, a set of core services such as authentication, security and management of traceability between work items was implemented in the server application. The tool integration server was implemented using Apache Tuscany, as it provided support for implementing service-oriented architecture (SOA) and the required infrastructure for the easy development and running of applications using a service-oriented approach. The user interface via a web portal was implemented with the open source enterprise portal software Liferay, where all functionality was provided via portlets. The architecture of the framework is shown in Figure 2.

![Diagram of the PSW architecture](image)

**Fig. 2** The architecture of the PSW.

In the tool integration, the connections between work products (i.e. requirements) can be managed via traceability relations. The relations indicate some type of dependency between the work products. For example, a relation between a requirement and a test case can indicate that the given requirement is validated by the related test cases. The PSW provides the means to identify these relations and views to visualise them. The relations can also be used in reports, for example, to show requirements test coverage, requirements test status etc. This kind of feature is especially useful in maintaining control of the project when the work products that should be logically dependent are managed in separate tools (and/or sites).

### 4.3 Dynamic measurements and metrics

In dynamic measurements, metrics are defined based on the needs of each project, measurement data are collected and analysed continuously from various tools and databases (even from different stakeholders’ databases) and measurement data are analysed and visualised for an easy-to-read format. In dynamic measurements, the metrics, the databases used and the analysed results of measurement data can be created, updated and changed dynamically based on the needs and setup of each project. Tihinen et al. [42] introduced a set of essential metrics that were successfully used in GSD. Some of those metrics were also implemented in the tool integration solution. The tool integration solution provides several real-time views into data that had previously been stored in various data sources, even in separate stakeholders’ databases. The views were designed to increase transparency by providing visibility regarding the issues encountered in GSD. The data visualisation need was one driver for the views developed.

Regarding dynamic measurements in GSD, the Budget Status metric (shown in Fig. 1) demonstrates the indicator in which measurement data are collected from the project management tool (used effort), the requirements management tool (effort estimated for proposed vague, proposed likely and remaining planned & agreed requirements) and the defect management tool (effort estimated for known defects). The tool integration solution provided the means to identify these relations and the ways to visualise them. In GSD, these kinds of attributes are typically processed and managed in separate tools and even in different sites or are reported manually. The tool integration solution provides project status visibility from the actions of each development group to the whole development team as if everybody was working in the same location.

Some metrics correlate with each other, for example, metrics relating to tests correlate with metrics about requirements, and this needs to be taken into consideration when analysing measurement data. In fact, the real benefits of the integration solution and produced views are generated when several views can be read simultaneously. In the following figure (Fig. 3), the metrics set by the tool integration are shown in a dashboard view. The view aims to provide visibility into the project’s progress by gathering and formatting data from various tools, identifying connections between the data and consolidating this information into easy-to-read dashboards.
5. Results and discussion

The dynamic measurements and their benefits are discussed in more detail in this section. In GSD, the dynamic measurements are important because of the nature of the work in GSD due to the various stakeholders and tools involved in the collaboration. The dynamic measurements increase the transparency of GSD projects, as they provide constant visibility to the stakeholders regarding progress and results. The implemented tool integration solution enables the measurement data gathering and analysis combined from the various tools used in the projects. This enables partners to work together without having to significantly change the current environment, tools and processes.

The following table (Table 1) presents how the implemented tool integration solution with dynamic measurements can tackle the challenges discussed in section 4.1 and the kinds of benefits the dynamic measurements provide in GSD.

Table 1: The benefits of the dynamic measurements in GSD

| C1: Relevance of measurements in relation to project progress: The views can be generated in real-time based on the needs of the various roles, such as project manager, test manager etc. in different GSD settings. From the viewpoint of the measurements’ relevance, customisation is a key advantage. For example, the metrics can be defined together with stakeholders, ensuring that the importance of the generated metrics has been agreed upon. |
| C2: Extra work budgeting – metrics design/selection & data collection: Although metrics design/selection always requires additional work, the tool integration solution can help to reduce the workload via a pre-defined set of metrics. However, the proposed tool integration solution enables dynamic measurements in GSD. The solution enables the defining of new metrics by utilising measurements data gathered via the integrated tools. In addition, measurement data are automatically collected after the metrics and views definition, substantially reducing the amount of extra work for data collection. |
| C3: Data-reliability issues caused by tools: The tool integration solution allows a configurable set of development tools and their versions to be tailored for generating real-time indicators of individual project needs. In GSD, the benefits of using the legacy tools are major; the cost of investment of new development tools is typically too high. In addition, people are familiar with their own tools and technology, and they tend to resist changing their working platform as this takes additional time and causes extra work, too. |
| C4: Data-reliability issues caused by human beings: The tool integration cannot affect cultural differences; those divergences should be understood by the persons doing the measurements analysis. However, the automation of data collection and production of real-time indicators minimises data-reliability problems, as they can be detected early due to frequent measurements. Having to collect data manually can induce frustration, especially if the measurements are not understood as relevant to a person’s own work. Manual collection can also lead to errors or mistakes when transferring data from one tool or form to another. The visualised graphs and consolidated information in easy-to-read dashboards make the analysis and metrics interpretation in GSD easier. |
C5: Extra work budgeting – metrics interpretation: Interpretations and decisions related to actions based on the data always need to be done by humans, so the dynamic measurements do not change that. However, the automated data integrations from various tools and sources, visualised in easy-to-read dashboards, make the interpretation easier and enable the sharing of the interpretation work with partners. Thus, the dynamic measurements reduce the effort required for creating the material and make the analysis and metrics interpretation in GSD easier.

C6: Training needs: The dynamic measurements automate data collection for metrics and thus reduce the need for manual gathering and transferring of measurement data. This also reduces the need for training. However, there will always be training needs, specifically when there are differences in culture or background knowledge between partners.

C7: Measurements’ effect on behaviour: The dynamic measurements partly automate measurements’ actions. As data are collected from tools where data are collected as part of product development work and not as a separate action, there is less chance of affecting people’s behaviour. However, it is still difficult to avoid affecting people’s behaviour: “You will get it what you are measuring” still holds even with dynamic measurements.

C8: Metrics ethics: This challenge is merely a management-level issue and cannot be tackled by any external solution. However, measurement programs are more open when metrics data are made available via dynamic measurements.

C9: Responsibilities and roles are unclear: The dynamic measurements as such cannot address this kind of confusion entirely. When defining metrics and creating views, the need for metrics data is clear. In addition, unclear responsibilities or roles relating to actual measurements tasks such as data gathering, transferring, analysing and reporting have to be clarified. Furthermore, the dynamic measurements can indicate problems in responsibilities and roles via visualised and easy-to-read dashboards.

C10: Continuous changes: The dynamic measurements are essential to increasing transparency and creating real-time views between partners in GSD. Per definition, dynamic measurements are measurements that can be changed continuously based on identified needs. Dynamic measurements enable the integration of measurements data from various tools and databases as well as consolidate information into easy-to-read dashboards.

Measurements are always knowledge intensive, and so human efforts are required. In particular, metrics design and metrics visualisation have to be carefully planned. Also, metrics interpretation always requires the investment of individuals. However, it is possible that the amount of work required to be done by humans can be reduced or minimised with the proposed tool integration. The tool integration solution enables dynamic measurements in GSD. The dynamic measurements can help with most challenges related to measurements and metrics in GSD projects; metrics can be defined or updated based on the needs of each project and the demands of each project’s collaboration setting. Furthermore, metrics data are automatically and continuously collected and analysed from various tools and databases, and even from different partners, thus providing visibility regarding the partners’ progress. The management and control of GSD projects are demanding and complicated. Project managers should be able to perform various kinds of analysis on project data to monitor the project and take corrective actions when needed. Dynamic measurements supported by a tool integration solution offer better visibility beyond partners’ borders as well as into project progress through tool support in communication, project management etc.

Moreover, resource management can be supported via better transparency (traceability of design actions, awareness etc.) between sites and stakeholders.

6. Conclusions

The measurements and metrics create a means for controlling and managing a project and provide support for decision-making. This is particularly important but also challenging in GSD. Traditionally, organisations have a set of metrics that are followed in all projects. Those metrics may be updated based on the demands of development projects. In GSD, in order to provide useful information for project control and decision-making, the metrics need to be defined case by case, and they should be adapted when needed.

In this paper, dynamic measurements are defined as measurement actions where metrics are defined or updated based on the needs of each project and the demands of each project’s collaboration setting. In addition, metrics data are collected and analysed continuously from various tools and databases, and measurement data are analysed and visualised. In dynamic measurements, the metrics, the databases used and the analysed results of measurement data can be created, updated and changed dynamically based on the monitoring needs of each project and the different phases and tasks. In this paper, the dynamic measurements were introduced and analysed according to the GSD-related challenges faced in current measurement practices. In addition, the benefits of the dynamic measurements during GSD projects were discussed via a proposed tool integration solution.

The tool integration solution was used as an example to show how project management can be supported by dynamic measurements in GSD. In dynamic measurements, metrics data are collected and analysed continuously from various tools and databases, and measurement data are analysed and visualised. The tool integration solution as introduced in the paper enables this aspect of dynamic measurements. The solution helps to create dynamic measurements in environments where partners, subcontractors, in-house developers etc. change according to project, and accordingly, in environments where partners’ development methods, tools and tool versions change according to project.

Future research actions could be divided into theoretical and empirical research approaches. From the theoretical viewpoint, future research could include a large industrial survey of dynamic measurements in the context of GSD projects, for example. The paper discussed problems in
current measurements and metrics practices with studies of practical solutions developed and proposed to meet those challenges in GSD projects. From an empirical viewpoint, future research actions could focus on gathering experiences from various kinds of GSD environments and projects. For example, dynamic measurements could be implemented in several different GSD projects to provide real industrial environments to further examine the challenges, needs and potential solutions. One potential option could be to implement the tool integration solution in an industrial product development environment and then gather experiences via action research methods and questionnaires over a several-year period.
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